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Important Notes
Hearing is very important to you and to us so please take care when operating this
equipment. It is strongly recommended that you follow the listed guidelines in order to
prevent possible damage or loss of hearing:
ESTABLISH A SAFE SOUND LEVEL
l Over time your hearing will adapt to continuous loud sounds and will give the
impression that the volume has in fact been reduced. What seems normal to you may
in fact be harmful. To guard against this BEFORE YOUR HEARING ADAPTS set the
volume at a low level.
l Slowly increase the level until you can hear comfortably and clearly and without
distortion.
l Damage to your hearing is accumulative and is irreversible.
l Any ringing or discomfort in the ears indicates that the volume is too loud.
Once you have established a comfortable listening level, DO NOT INCREASE THE
SOUND LEVEL FURTHER.

CAUTION
CLASS 1 LASER PRODUCT
Use of Controls or adjustments or performance of procedures other than those specified herein
may result in hazardous radiation exposure.
LASER SAFETY
This unit employs a laser, only qualified service personnel should attempt repair.
DANGER: INVISIBLE LASER RADIATION WHEN OPEN AND
INTERLOCK FAILED OR DEFEATED. AVOID DIRECT
EXPOSURE TO BEAM.
CAUTION: HAZARDOUS LASER RADIATION WHEN OPEN AND
INTERLOCK DEFEATED.
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Important Notes
CAUTION
CLEANING: Always disconnect unit from mains supply before attempting to clean it. Use a
soft cloth moistened with soapy water, wipe gently. Do not use solvents or
abrasive materials.

SOME DO'S AND DONT'S ON THE SAFE USE OF EQUIPMENT
This equipment has been designed and manufactured to meet European safety standards but
like any electrical equipment, care must be taken if you are to obtain the best results and safety is
to be assured.
Read the operating instructions before you attempt to use the equipment.
Do ensure that all electrical connections (Including the mains plug, extension leads and
interconnections between pieces of equipment) are properly made in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions. Switch off and withdraw the mains plug when making or changing
connections.
Do consult your dealer if you are ever in doubt of the installation, operating, or safety of your
equipment.
Don't continue to operate the equipment if you are in any doubt about it working normally, or ifi t is
damaged in any way- switch off, withdraw the mains plug and consult your dealer.
Don't remove any fixed covers as this may expose dangerous voltages.
Don't leave equipment switched on when it is unattended unless it is specifically stated that it is
designed for unattended operation or has a standby mode. Switch off using the switch on the
equipmen t and mak e sur e that your family knows how to do this.
Don't obstruct the ventilation of the equiment, for example with curtains or soft furnishings.
Overheating will cause damage and shorten the life of the equipment.
Don't allow electrical equipment to be exposed to rain or moisture.
Above all
Never let anyone, especially children, push anything into holes, slots or any other opening as
this could result in a fatal electric shock.
Never guess or take chances with electrical equipment of any kind.
It is better to be safe than sorry!

Warning: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK, DO NOT EXPOSE THIS
APPLIANCE TO RAIN OR MOISTURE, DANGEROUS HIGH VOLTAGES ARE
PRESENT INSIDE THE ENCLOSURE. DO NOT OPEN THE CABINET, REFER
SERVICING TO QUALIFIED PERSONNEL ONLY
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Getting Started
Congratulations on your purchase of this DAB and CD System, please read through the
following pages and use the supplied Quick Start Guide to get the most out of this GCD200.

What's in the Box
On unpacking the unit the following should be located within the packing.
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x

GCD200 Main Unit
AC Mains Adapter
Quick Start Guide
Instruction Manual
Earpiece & Active Loudspeakers
External Wire Aerial

Please retain all packaging materials as in the event of the product needing transportation
or return for service these will be needed.
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Getting Started
Power Sources
AC OPERATION
USE OF AC ADAPTER
Plug one end of the AC adaptor into the DC 6.0V jack, then plug the other end into AC wall
outlet.
Precautions on using the AC Adapter.
If the AC adaptor is connected when the batteries are installed, the power supply
automatically switches to the AC power source and the batteries are disconnected.
Do not touch the AC adapter with wet hands. Doing so is dangerous, as this
could result in an electrical shock.
If the AC plug of this unit does not fit in your AC outlet, a plug adaptor (not
included) should be used .
DC OPERATION
I NSTALLATION OF BATTERY
Use three "AA" batteries.
Remove the battery compartment cover by gently pushing downward and outward.
Insert three "AA" batteries according to the proper polarity (the "+" and"-" signs) marked
on the battery compartment.
Close the battery compartment cover.
NOTE: Take out of the batteries to avoid to deteriorate of you don't use them for a long
time.
NOTE ON ALKALINE BATTERIES
When replacing the alkaline batteries, do not mix a used battery with a new one or mix
different types of batteries.
Never charge, heat, disassemble, or throw batteries into a fire.
Approximately 15 hours play is expected (DAB mode)when using good quality alkaline
batteries.
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Getting Started
REMEMBER
Ê If the symbol "
flashes in the display, your batteries are weak, replace
them or use the AC Adapter.
Ë If the Display is blank no numbers will show when the PLAY/PAUSE button is
pressed. Replace the batteries, or use the AC Adapter supplied. (Also
check that you inserted the batteries according to the + and - as shown).
CHARGING AND USE OF RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES
This unit can fully recharge NICAD or metal hydride rechargeable batteries. Please
set the charge switch from "off" to the "on" position. When the "charge indicator"
lights up , the battery is recharging.
During recharging, the AC adaptor supplies the power to this unit, otherwise, it
can not recharge.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
Spent or discharged batteries must be recycled or disposed of properly in compliance with
all applicable laws. For detailed information, contact your local county solid waste authority.
WARNING: Do not attempt to charge non rechargeable batteries, possible danger from
explosion may occur.
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General Operation
1. Power switch:
The Function slider switch located on the left side panel is used to switch the power on
and off to this player. Slide this switch from CD position to RADIO or DAB position to
turn the player on. To switch the player off slide this switch back to the CD position.
Provided the CD play button is not pressed then the power will remain off.
To operate the CD simply insert a disc and press the Play button. Power to the player
will automatically switch off one minute after the disc has ended, or when the CD stop
button is pressed twice.
2. Select the required source by sliding the source selector switch to CD, RADIO or DAB
CD button to listen to CD.
RADIO button to listen to Analogue Radio either FM or MW.
DAB button to select Digital Audio Broadcast Radio.
NOTE: before selecting DAB mode the DAB rod aerial must be fully extended to
ensure reception for the Auto tune function.
Use the Thumbwheel Volume control to increase or decrease the sound output level.
Use the Bass boost switch (left hand side) to enhance the Bass sound as required.

Headphones
A stereo headphone socket is provided for private listening. Connect the supplied earpiece
to the headphone socket..
Connecting the Active Speakers
Connect the supplied Active 200 Speakers as shown in fig 1.

FIG. 1

REAR VIEW OF ACTIVE 200 SPEAKERS

CONNECT TO 230V
AC 50Hz SUPPLY
LINE OUT
3.5mm AUDIO
INPUT PLUG

AUDIO INPUT CABLE

HEADPHONE

SPEAKER CABLE
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DAB Operation (Continued)
Station Order (Contd.)

Fav Station (Favourite station)
DAB has a unique feature whereby it remembers every time you listen to a station and
stores this information, if this option is selected the service list will be sorted in the
Favourite order i.e. most listen to station at the top of the list to make it faster to find when
the unit is switched on.
Alphanumeric
Selecting this option sorts the service list in Alphanumeric order from A to Z.
Tidy Stations
Selecting this option removes any stations from the list that are not currently receivable
(marked with a "?" in front of the service name).
Presets
This menu option only becomes available once the Fav stations sort has been used and by
selecting this the unit will automatically allocate the top 10 most frequently listened to
stations to presets 1 to 10, with Preset 1 most listened to station, Preset 2 2nd most listen to
station etc.
Tuning Aid
Selecting this option brings up the multiplex number and frequency in the display along with
a signal strength meter and is useful in areas of poor reception. The multiplexes can be
scrolled through using the UP and DN buttons and are listed as follows
11B 11C 11D 12A 12B 12C 12D 11B etc.
To check the signal strength for a multiplex press the SELECT button when the required
multiplex number is in the display and the unit will tune to that multiplex and display the
signal strength as a bar moving from left to right for correct reception the bar should pass
the outline box shown in the display.
To exit this menu at any stage press the SETUP button.
NOTE: Some Multiplexes will appear to have no signal when checked using the above
method this is normal and indicates that the selected multiplex is not broadcasting in the
area where the unit is being used.
A single multiplex can carry a large number of individual stations therefore it is not
necessary for all multiplexes to be used in all areas of the country.
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DAB Operation (Continued)
Dynamic range (DRC)
DRC (Dynamic Range Control) enables the alteration of the dynamic range of the received
audio (dependent on broadcast material). The DRC level of a broadcast is set by the
broadcaster and transmitted with the service.
Changing the DRC value applies relative variance to the transmitted level.
When this option is selected the current DRC value is displayed on the top line of the
display and the available adjustment is displayed as a scroll selection on the bottom line of
the display, use the UP DN buttons to view the available adjustment options.
DRC 0: DRC adjustment is switched off.
DRC1/2: DRC adjustment is set to 1/2 of that sent with the transmitted service.
DRC 1: Applies the DRC scaling as sent with the transmitted service. This is
the default setting.
SW version
This option shows the version number of the software installed in the unit. This option can
only be viewed and is for information only, no adjustment is available.
Channel +freq.
This option shows the multiplex number and frequency of the current tuned service. This
option can only be viewed and is for information only, no adjustment is available.

Sig error rate
This option shows the digital bit error rate of the current tuned service. This option can only
be viewed and is for information only, no adjustment is available. The lower the figure the
better the quality of the received broadcast.
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DAB Operation (Continued)
Storing stations into the Preset Memory
With DAB using a service list with easy station identification it is not essential to store DAB
stations as presets, however if this is required then proceed as follows.
1. Tune the to station to be stored in memory.
2. Press and hold the Number button on the main unit relating to the Preset memory
position the station is to be stored into.
3. After a couple of seconds "Preset x saved" will show in the display where x is the Preset
location number 1-10.
It is also possible to store presets from the second line of the display , scroll through the
service list until the required station is located and follow steps 2 and 3 above.
To review the Preset numbers allocated to stations scroll through the service list using the
UP/DOWN buttons, where a Preset number has been allocated to a station it will show on
the right hand side of the display
i.e. " Classic 3 " indicating Classic is stored in Preset location 3.
Recalling a Preset Station
Briefly press the Number button relating to the Preset memory position required.
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Listening to a Compact Disc
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Slide the CD Function selector button to CD.
Open the CD door by pressing Open/Close Button.
Load the DISC with the label side up.
Close the lid.
Press the CD Play/Pause button. Playback starts, from the first track.
To temporarily pause playback press the Play/pause button again, the CD Play/Pause
Indicator will flash.
7. To skip tracks. Press the CD Skip UP/Search or Skip Down/Search buttons during
playback to skip to the desired track.
8. Press the CD Skip UP/Search button to skip to the next track on the disc.
9. Press the CD Skip/Search Down button once to skip to the beginning of the track
currently playing. Press twice to skip back to the previous track on the disc.
10. To search for a specific point in a track during playback Press and hold the CD
Skip/Search Down or Up buttons. The unit will then search through the track at high
speed. When the desired section of the track is found ,release the button, normal
playback will resume.
Note: Low level Audio will be heard during the search process to assist in location of the
required point in the track
Single Track Repeat
1. Press the Mode Button once during playback. REPEAT 1 will show.
2. Press the CD Down or Up Skip/Search button to select the desired track.
3. The track selected will be played over and over again until you press the CD Stop
Button.
4. To Cancel Single track repeat playback press the repeat button until the repeat
indicator is extinguished
ALL Track (Disc) Repeat

1. Press the Mode Button twice during playback. REPEAT ALL will show.
2. All tracks will be played over and over again until you press the CD Stop Button.
3. To Cancel All Tracks Repeat playback press the MODE button until the repeat indicator
is extinguished.
Intro

Press Mode button 3 times, INTRO will show 10 seconds of each track will be played.
Random

Press Mode button 4 times, RANDOM will show and the tracks will be played randomly.
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Listening to a Compact Disc (Continued)
Programme Playback
1. Select CD Function.
2. Open the CD door by pressing Open/Close Button.
3. Load the DISC with the label side up.
4. Close the lid.
5. Press the play button and wait until total track number shows in the display.
6. Press the stop button.
7. Press the CD Programme Button, "PROG " and Programme Indicator will flash.
8. Select the required track by pressing the CD Skip/Search Down or up buttons.
9. Press the CD Programme Button again to store the track in memory.
10. Repeat steps and (up to 20 selections).
11. After all tracks have been programmed in the desired order, press the CD Play/Pause
Button to start the programmed play from the first programmed track, the Programme
Indicator will stop flashing.
To Cancel Programme Playback
Press the CD Stop Button twice during playback to cancel programmed playback, or open
the CD door or switch to another function.
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Using the FM/MW Analogue Tuner
1. Select the RADIO Function.
2. Press the BAND button to select the required band the relevant FM or MW indicator will
illuminate.
3. Press the UP or DOWN button to start scanning for the first station to be stored.
4. Once the station is received press the STORE button.
5. Now press one of the M1, M2, M3, M4 or M5 numbered buttons into which you want
the station stored.
6. To recall the station simply press the appropriate M1, M2 etc button.
In the same manner described above it is possible to store 5 stations this time using
the other band. 5FM and 5MW stations may be stored.
7. For FM reception ensure the telescopic aerial is fully extended, and adjust it
appropriately to obtain best reception.
8. For MW , rotate the unit to obtain the best reception.
9. Adjust the Volume Control to the required level.
10. When listening to FM the FM Stereo Indicator illuminates showing a stereo broadcast
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